Application of a Psychoacoustical Model of Harmony to Speech Prosody
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Abstract

We have studied the prosody of emotional speech using a psychoacoustical model of musical harmony (designed to explain the basic facts of the perception of pitch combinations: interval consonance/dissonance and chordal harmony/tension). For any voiced utterance, the model provides 4 quasi-musical measures: dissonance, tension, total harmonic “instability”, and “modality” of the pitches used. Modality is the most interesting, as it relates to the major and minor modes of traditional harmony theory and their characteristic positive and negative affect. In a study of emotional speech using 216 utterances, factor analysis showed that these measures are distinct from those obtained from basic statistics on the fundamental frequency of the voice (mean F0, range, rate of change, etc.). Moreover, there was a significant correlation between the major/minor modality measure and the positive/negative affect of the utterance. We argue that, in addition to the traditional acoustical measures, a harmony measure is essential for determining the affective character of the tone of voice.

1. Introduction

The central paradox in the study of emotional prosody is the fact that affective information is carried in the fundamental frequency (F0) of the voice, and various acoustic measures (mean F0, range, rate of change, formant structure, etc.) do not allow linguists to distinguish between anger and joy nor between contentment and sadness [1]. Despite decades of research, it has remained uncertain what features of the voice are relevant to the expression and understanding of emotional speech. As a consequence, neither acoustical measures of the voice nor various qualitative descriptions of pitch contours suffice to identify emotions that normal listeners readily identify. What then is missing from the analysis of pitch prosody?

We have approached this question by returning to the basic psychophysics of music perception in order to determine what kinds of pitch patterns that people (both musicians and non-musicians) normally perceive in music. We have been able to develop a psychoacoustical model of musical harmony that solves two ancient problems in music theory [2-10]. The first is why there exist both resolved and unresolved chords – i.e., why some tonal combinations are perceived as stable, harmonious and final, while other tonal combinations are perceived as tense, inharmonious and incomplete. The second problem is why, among the harmonious chords, there are some that have the dark, negative, “sad” ring typical of the minor modality and others that have the bright, positive, “happy” ring of the major modality. By consideration of the psychoacoustics of both 2-tone dissonance and 3-tone tension, our model allows for quantitative measures of harmonic modality without relying on the concepts of traditional harmony theory. In other words, the model can be applied both to scalar pitch systems (e.g., the diatonic scales of Western music) and to non-scalar systems (e.g., the continuous pitch changes in typical speech utterances). The chief merit of the model is that it does not rely on the alignment of pitches to any particular musical scale (diatonic or otherwise), and can therefore be applied directly to the pitch events in speech [10-13]. Here we outline the musical model and report the results of its use in a speech prosody experiment.

Details of the model are available in several recent publications, but the underlying ideas and the application to speech prosody will be presented here. The most important insight of the model is borrowed from music perception. That is, it is known that at least three tones must be heard to perceive the major or minor modality of music (whether heard sequentially as a melody or simultaneously as a harmony). This fact implies that the study of voice intonation cannot rely solely on two-tone interval effects (e.g., rising pitch or falling pitch), but must consider the relative pitch heights of at least three-tone combinations.

2. Model

We have found that both problems concerning resolved and unresolved harmonies and concerning major and minor harmonies can be resolved quantitatively provided that both 2-tone effects (the consonance/dissonance of intervals) and 3-tone effects (the sonority/tension of 3-tone chords) are considered as separate factors in the psychophysical model. Two-tone effects have already been adequately studied and interval perception has been successfully modeled [14-16]. Three-tone structures immediately introduce the full complexity of traditional harmony theory, but already in 1956 Meyer had identified the central issue of chordal “tension” as being a consequence of intervals of equal magnitude: “intervallic equivalence” [17]. That is, if a 3-tone chord contains two intervals of equivalent magnitude (e.g., the two 4-semitone intervals of an augmented chord), then it will have an inherent “tension”. The stability/instability of any number of tones can therefore be calculated using an algorithm to compute the dissonance, D, of all tone pairs [Eq. 1], and the tension, T, of all tone triplets [Eq. 2]. The total instability, I, of the tone combination can then be calculated as the sum of these two factors [Eq. 3].

\[ D = \min\text{Amp} \ast e \ast (\exp(-a \ast x) - \exp(-b \ast x)) \]  
\[ T = \min\text{Amp} \ast \exp(-\left( (x1 - x2) / d \right)^2) \]  
\[ I = D + e \ast T \]
where minAmp indicates the amplitude of the pitch with the smallest amplitude, \(x\), \(x1\) and \(x2\) are interval sizes (in semitones) and \(a\)–\(e\) are constants (1.20, 4.00, 3.53, 0.60, 0.10, respectively) chosen to produce the known (experimentally measured) relative sonority of the triads (major > minor > diminished > augmented). The dissonance and tension curves are shown in Figure 1A and B. In practice, computations must be made for every pair and every triplet of tones, including the overtones (with suitable adjustments for the weaker amplitude of the higher harmonics) (the algorithm in C is available at: www.res.kutc.kansai-u.ac.jp/~cook).

By calculating both the dissonance and the tension of tone combinations, it is found that the empirically-known sequence of tonal “stability” (“harmoniousness”, “sonority”, etc.) is easily reproduced, whereas interval-based (dissonance only) models inevitably have difficulties in explaining the perceived instability of the augmented chord (Table 1).

### TABLE 1
THEORETICAL TENSION AND MODALITY SCORES FOR THE TRIADS OF TRADITIONAL DIATONIC MUSIC
(Calculations were made using the first three partials with amplitude decreasing as \(1/n\), but the results are not highly sensitive to the number or strength of the upper partials [2, 7].)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHORD</th>
<th>Tension Score</th>
<th>Modality Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-3 Root</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>2.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 1st Inversion</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>1.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-4 2nd Inversion</td>
<td>1.351</td>
<td>3.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4 Root</td>
<td>1.021</td>
<td>-2.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5 1st Inversion</td>
<td>1.320</td>
<td>-1.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-3 2nd Inversion</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>-1.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diminished</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-3 Root</td>
<td>3.019</td>
<td>-0.748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6 1st Inversion</td>
<td>2.693</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-3 2nd Inversion</td>
<td>2.693</td>
<td>-1.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-4 Root</td>
<td>4.564</td>
<td>1.261</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interestingly, if tension is taken as the most salient aspect of the perception of 3-tone chords, then there are two (and only two) directions in which tone combinations can move from a state of tension toward one of resolution: an increase or decrease in auditory frequency of any of the pitches of the chord. Modality, \(M\), can therefore be defined in terms of the direction of pitch movement from a state of harmonic tension: the relative size of the two intervals, \(x1\) and \(x2\), in a three-tone chord [Eq. 4].

\[
M = f \times \text{minAmp} \times (x1 - x2) \times \exp \left(\frac{-(x2 - x1)^2}{2}\right) \quad (4)
\]

where \(f\) is a constant (1.65), the intervals, \(x1\) and \(x2\), are defined in semitones; \(x1\) is the lower interval and \(x2\) is the higher interval. The modality curve is shown in Figure 1C.

The meaning of the three curves can be explained simply as follows: (A) small intervals (~0.5-1.0 semitones) give high dissonance values, whereas very small or large intervals give low dissonance values. (B) Triads containing 2 equivalent intervals (a difference of intervals ~ 0.0) give high tension values; chords with unequal intervals (a difference of intervals ~+1.0) have low tension values. (C) When the lower of the two intervals in a triad is larger than the upper interval, the modality score is positive (major-like); when the lower interval is smaller, the modality score is negative (minor-like). The simple curves in Figure 1 become quite complex as the cumulative effects of the upper partials are brought into consideration, but the empirical findings on the relative stability of the triads and the characteristic modality of major and minor chords (in various inversions) are reliably reproduced (see Table 1).

Figure 1: The three main factors contributing to the perception of harmony. (A) shows the dissonance factor, computed for every pair of tones and their upper partials. (B) shows the tension factor, computed for every tone triplet. (C) shows the modality factor that gives a positive (major chord-like) value or a negative (minor chord-like) value for every tone triplet. It is noteworthy that all three curves become considerably more complex when the effects of upper partials are included in the calculations, but the theoretical results reproduce the empirical findings (Table 1). See refs. [2-13] for further details.
3. An Intonation Study

The psychoacoustic model outlined above was designed specifically to reproduce the experimental results concerning the perception of diatonic chords [18]. Its significance for perceived affect in the utterance evaluation experiment. As shown in Fig. 2, the “clusters” simplify the raw pitch data and thus provide a small number of dominant pitches per utterance. The number of clusters per utterance is determined automatically by a maximum entropy technique [20] – normally 3-5 per utterance. Each cluster has variable position and width along the frequency axis, and variable intensity (height). The clusters are the material on which a musical analysis was done using Eqs. (1)-(4) (details of the technique are provided in ref [11]).

The mean dissonance, tension, instability and modality of the 204 speech utterances of the two types of perceived affect were calculated. There was greater dissonance among the clusters in the Negative Affect sentences (df=190, t=2.464, p<0.0146) and consequently a greater “instability” of the pitch combinations. These effects reflect the fact that negative affect is typically expressed with a smaller range of F0 [19], and therefore necessarily a higher dissonance value. Significant differences in tension between the 2 conditions were not found. The most interesting results concern modality. The utterances perceived as having positive affect showed higher modality values, indicative of greater major-like pitch substructure (df=185, t=2.01, p<0.046). The prediction that the sentences with negative affect would have negative (minor-like) modality scores was not found, but the relatively lower values indicates the anticipated, less positive pitch structure.

**A pitch histogram and its reconstruction using the cluster algorithm [19].** The fitting of Gaussian clusters (thick lines) to the raw data (thin lines) is attempted with 1-12 Gaussian curves and the “best fit” (A rather than B, in this case) is selected on the basis of a maximum entropy calculation [20]. The modality (etc.) of the pitches in the utterance was then calculated using the 5 pitches indicated by the 5 peaks (at 81, 108, 139, 158 and 170 Hz) in (A).

**Table 2**

**The Confusion Matrix**
(Note that a majority of the utterances with intended positive or negative affect were correctly identified as such. The total number of utterances is 204, rather than 216, because 12 utterances did not show multiple pitch clusters, and were therefore inappropriate for harmonic analysis.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Affect</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pos33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intended Affect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>40(59.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tension</td>
<td>16(22.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>12(17.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A confusion matrix was calculated using the speaker’s intended affect (positive, negative or ambivalent) and the perceived affect in the utterance evaluation experiment. As shown in Table 2, the positive-negative polarity of the intended affect was generally perceived by the listeners, but the intended anxiety or tension of the ambivalent sentences was not. As a consequence, further discussion of the results is made solely in terms of the perceived positive/negative affect of the utterances.

Pitch F0 was calculated at 1 millisecond intervals, giving 500-1000 pitch values per utterance. Those data were then used as input to a “cluster” algorithm [19] that calculates a best fit between the raw data and the summation of 1-12 Gaussian clusters (radial basis functions). As shown in Fig. 2, the “clusters” simplify the raw pitch data and thus provide a small number of dominant pitches per utterance. The number of clusters per utterance is determined automatically by a maximum entropy technique [20] – normally 3-5 per utterance. Each cluster has variable position and width along the frequency axis, and variable intensity (height). The clusters are the material on which a musical analysis was done using Eqs. (1)-(4) (details of the technique are provided in ref [11]).
Aspects of this research have previously been published in refs. [2-13].

The prosody experiment itself was only a partial success, because the correlation between perceived affect and the measures of harmony for both speech and music. The model was in fact designed to account for the most well-established harmonic phenomena of traditional Western music, but it can be used in other contexts (other musical traditions and in non-scalar pitch phenomena such as speech) because all measures are concerned with relative distances among pitches, not absolute intervals.

A second result of the intonation experiment is shown in Table 3. That is, factor analysis using 10 acoustical features revealed 4 independent factors contributing to the evaluation of the utterances. Importantly, the quasi-musical features of the present model were found to form a factor distinct from the conventional acoustical measures of the voice. In other words, our measures of tension and modality were not simply another way of calculating mean frequency, range, etc., but rather constitute an independent measure of the relative use of multiple pitch combinations, i.e., the “harmony” of speech. The prosody experiment itself was only a partial success, because the correlation between perceived affect and the modality scores was statistically significant (p<0.05), but low (R=0.212). Reasons for the limited success of the experiment are numerous and will be addressed in future work.

6. Conclusion

The relationship between the quasi-musical changes in the F0 of the voice in speech and the discrete changes in the sustained tones of most musical melodies has been discussed for centuries, if not millennia [22]. The influence that music has exerted on speech, and vice versa, continues to be debated, but quantitative techniques to test various views empirically have been lacking. The psychoacoustical model outlined in Section 2 may therefore prove useful in providing objective measurements of harmony for both speech and music. The model was in fact designed to account for the most well-established harmonic phenomena of traditional Western music, but it can be used in other contexts (other musical traditions and in non-scalar pitch phenomena such as speech) because all measures are concerned with relative distances among pitches, not absolute intervals.
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